
CoursewareCourseware

The Datatrain product line is a continuously updated range of e-Learning 
courseware for the IBM mainframe and midrange environments.
 
The Datatrain courseware as been designed to assist Operations, Technical 
Suport, and Programming staff perform their job tasks (at an advanced level) 
in environments covering IBM mainframe (z/OS, Linux, MVS, OS/390, VSE)  
IBM midrange (iSeries),  and TANDEM (Himalaya). 

Datatrain also covers software tool content from major vendors like CA and 
BMC. 

Datatrain can take your team members through a range of skill and 
comprehension levels, with the ability to create learning plans to suit a 
learner's specific learning needs. 

The curricula and courses are broadly classified into the following areas, but 
any combination of courses is available. 

The Datatrain product line is the world's best selling technical IBM 
Mainframe e-learning courseware and contains over 250 courses distributed 
throughout Australia, New Zealand, Asia, Canada, the Middle East, South 
America, the UK, Europe and the USA. Datatask has a reputation in the IT 
industry for producing innovative, high quality product that is competitively 
priced.

Datatask, creator of the Datatrain product line, is an ISO 9001:2000 certified 
company.

IBM Mainframe
IBM iSeries
Tandem
CA
BMC
OS/390 & z/OS 

OS/390 Operations
OS/390 UNIX
Programming Languages
Security
Tandem
VSE

AssessmentAssessment

The Datatrain courseware range has been designed in a modular format, 
starting with curricula and dividing into courses, units, and then topics to 
allow for assessment at multiple content levels.  Each of the courses has a 
mastery test at the end of the material which can also be used as a pre-test 
tool to develop more targeted, time efficient learning paths.  Assessment 
exists down to the topic level to give you the flexibility you need to measure 
learner comprehension at a level that suits your organisation's learning 
requirements.



Delivery and trackingDelivery and tracking

The Datatrain browser-based courseware has been designed to provide delivery flexibility to organisations
with the ability to deliver the courseware over an internet, the internet or via a stand-alone CD. An easy to
use install wizard guides you through the installation choice that is most appropriate for your organisation.

The Datatrain courseware is both SCORM and AICC compliant, allowing the content to run on most
Learning Management Systems (LMS). If your organisation does not yet have an LMS to track
organisational learning outcomes, the Datatrain product comes with a basic student administration system
that allows you to perform day-to-day functions, such as adding new students (with self registration),
assigning courses, and reporting/analysis of student results.

System RequirementsSystem Requirements

The Datatrain Server application is designed to run on almost any PC. Its low system requirements make it
quick and easy to both install and configure. Users wishing to access Datatrain require nothing more on
their PC than a Web browser with JavaScript enabled and the Macromedia Flash 5 plug-in installed.
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